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a near-infrared LED would be pulsed on
during one camera frame period and off
during the next frame period. Thus, the
scene would be illuminated by both the
LED (signal) light and the ambient
(background) light during one frame
period, and would be illuminated with
only ambient (background) light during
the next frame period. The camera out-
put would be digitized and sent to a
computer, wherein the pixel values of
the background-only frame would be
subtracted from the pixel values of the
signal-plus-background frame to obtain
signal-only pixel values (see figure).
To prevent artifacts of motion from en-
tering the images, it would be necessary to
acquire image data at a rate greater than
the standard video rate of 30 frames per
second. For this purpose, the ALCC would
exploit a novel control technique devel-
oped at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory
for advanced charge-coupled-device
(CCD) cameras. This technique provides
for readout from a subwindow [region of
interest (ROI)] within the image frame.
Because the desired reflections from the
eye would typically occupy a small fraction
of the area within the image frame, the
ROI capability would make it possible to
acquire and subtract pixel values at rates
of several hundred frames per second —
considerably greater than the standard
video rate and sufficient to both (1) sup-
press motion artifacts and (2) track the
motion of the eye between consecutive
subtractive frame pairs.
This work was done by John Michael Mo-
rookian of Caltech for NASA’s Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory. Further information is
contained in a TSP (see page 1).
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Lightweight, flexible, thin, one-piece,
solar-power packs are undergoing devel-
opment. Each power pack of this type is a
complete, modular, integrated power-sup-
ply system comprising three power subsys-
tems that, in conventional practice, have
been constructed as separate units and
connected to each other by wires. These
power packs are amenable to a variety of
uses: For example, they could be lami-
nated to the tops of tents and other shel-
ters to provide or augment power for
portable electronic equipment in the
field, and they could be used as power
sources for such small portable electronic
systems as radio transceivers (including
data relays and cellular telephones), lap-
top computers, video camcorders, and
Global Positioning System receivers.
The three power subsystems in ques-
tion are (1) an array of one or more pho-
tovoltaic cells (power-generation subsys-
tem), (2) one or more storage batteries
(energy-storage subsystem), and (3) elec-
tronic circuits to control the other two
subsystems and the overall operation of
the system [power-management-and-dis-
tribution (PMAD) subsystem]. The con-
ventional approach to designing these
subsystems results in impediments to the
present goal of developing a highly inte-
grated system: Conventional photo-
voltaic arrays are fragile and expensive;
conventional storage batteries are bulky,
must typically be able to withstand high
pressures, and must be kept within fairly
narrow ranges of operating tempera-
tures; and conventional PMAD systems
comprise high-power centralized condi-
tioning and switching circuits that are
formed on heavy, rigid printed-circuit
boards and generate large amounts of
waste heat. The structural, electrical, and
thermal requirements that govern the
design of a conventional power system
usually make it necessary to mount each
subsystem in a different location. For ex-
ample, a photovoltaic array must be
placed where it can face the Sun, the
storage batteries must be mounted on a
wall that can be kept at an acceptable
temperature, and the PMAD subsystem
must be mounted on a panel suitable for
electronic circuitry.
A system of the type under develop-
ment differs from a conventional power
system in several notable ways:
• The power-generation subsystem is
based on copper indium gallium dise-
lenide (CIGS), which is a photovoltaic
material well suited for flexible, thin-
film photovoltaic cells and arrays. In
comparison with conventional silicon-
based photovoltaic arrays, thin-film
CIGS photovoltaic arrays offer potential
advantages of flexibility, durability, high
specific power, and low cost.
• The energy-storage subsystem consists
mainly of flexible, thin-film lithium-
based storage batteries. These are
durable batteries that exploit long-life
solid-state chemistry and can operate
over a wide temperature range.
• The PMAD subsystem is implemented in
thin, flexible electronic circuitry instead
of conventional circuitry on rigid circuit
boards.
• The integrated system can be made by
laminating the three thin subsystems
and forming vias (through-the-thick-
ness electrical connections) among
them.
• The weight and volume of the inte-
grated system are much less than those
of an equivalent conventional system
that comprises three separate, wire-
connected subsystems.
• Duplicates of the system, regarded as
modules, can be combined into larger
systems to satisfy larger power de-
mands.
This work was done by Robert R. Hanson of
ITN Energy Systems, Inc., for Johnson Space
Center. Further information is contained in a
TSP (see page 1).
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